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Reducing Compassion Fatigue:  
Helping Healers Heal 

(EMSAAC Annual Conference – Yosemite, CA - 1 May 2019) 
 

Introduction: 

 -Jay and the motorcycle story 

Case Study:  

Jane Smith, a seasoned physician with an excellent reputation for caring, 
was unaware of the pain medication error she’d made on a written order 
for a young patient who was dying, and now, dying in pain.  The patient’s 
nurse kept paging, and Dr. Smith responded by assuring the nurse that 
she would be up shortly.  However, she found herself unable to force her 
feet to carry her up to the oncology unit, to this gaunt, young cancer 
patient, who died a short time later – in pain.   

The next day, after a full night’s sleep, Dr. Smith awoke exhausted and 
puzzled by her inability to force herself to go to work.  She wondered 
what was happening to her, but was unable to identify the source of her 
inability to deliver, or care about delivering, quality care.  

She thought of her dad, his decades working the Ford assembly line in 
Detroit, and how she’d become a doctor to avoid that, but feeling that all 
she was doing was standing on the hospital assembly line “welding” 
patient after patient, and finding neither joy nor meaning in it.     

Early that afternoon, Jane Smith took her life.  -  Compassion Fatigue. 
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Compassion Fatigue 

a dysfunctional state manifested by  apathy, withdrawal, mistake-
making and exhaustion, and created by prolonged and ongoing exposure 
to vicarious suffering and trauma  – at work or as a volunteer -  and 
which is most common among, but not limited to, MDs, RNs, police, fire, 
military, first responders, animal welfare, etc. 
 

Burnout 

a dysfunctional state manifested by exhaustion, frustration, and anger, & 
created by prolonged exposure to large or small stressors – work-
related or non-work related – which one believes – in fact or in fantasy – 
that they are powerless to change 
 

Turnover 

the total number or percentage of workers, in a given period of time, 
who need to be replaced because of leaving the job  
 

Cause and Effect 

The primary differences between Compassion Fatigue and Burnout are 
in cause and effect:  Compassion Fatigue is caused by ongoing exposure 
to work-related suffering, while Burnout results from ongoing exposure 
to work- or non-work-related stressors.   

Typically, Burnout results in turnover (leaving the job), while the result 
of Compassion Fatigue is to stay on the job with significantly reduced 
performance, leading to decreased safety & patient/family satisfaction.  
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SUFFERING 
 

-perspectives which interface with Compassion Fatigue:  

 -suffering as anguish  

 

 -suffering as a result of our desire for permanence 

 -suffering as our resistance to impermanence 

 

 -suffering as resistance to pain  (S = PR) 

  -dentist chair 

 

 -suffering as a loss of hope (that things will change)  

 

 -suffering as pain without meaning  

 -suffering as pain without end  

 

 -suffering as -  a murderer seeking redemption  

  -seeking courage, humility, restraint & compassion  

   -to bear witness with a compassionate presence  

    -and nothing more unless & until invited to  

 

 -suffering as impotence – to change, fix, cure  
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Responses to Compassion Fatigue  
Clinically 

 -diminished capacity to cultivate trust & rapport  

 -decreased perception of subtle changes  

 -problem exacerbation  

 -mediocrity  

 -sabotage of staff/patient-family relationships  

 -underserved patients  lower patient satisfaction scores 

Self-Sabotaging  

 -reckless driving 

 -SUD 

 -affairs  

 suicide  (400/year = 1 entire med school (all 4 years)/year 

-physicians suicide at a rate more than three times greater 
than their proportion of the US pop.   -  1m Pts lose MD/yr 

 -1.0% of suicides vs. 0.3% of population – highest rate 

Typical  

 -increased formality  and more controlling  

-defensive, dismissive, contemptuous, and reactive 

 -increased rigidity and diminishing flexibility  

 -“healers don’t ask for help; they provide it” 

 -excuse making  

 -patient blaming  

-absent and isolating   
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Compassion Fatigue Reduction Strategies 
 

Approach/Orientation 

• heal  vs.  cure 

• employ  “Braille” system 

o feeling your way along 

o adopting a posture of exploration  

• cultivate harmony 

o by being quick to help & slow to judge 

• meet the patient and family where they are  -  Malcom X 

 

• service has attitudinal & behavioral components 

o bring both 

• each patient viewed as deserving the same presence &  
       excellence I would want for my child 

• approach patients and families with a: 
o listening ear and caring heart 

 
 

• dismount the white horse  

o team-building 

 

• ask (patient, family, colleague) for help  

o “help me to understand your resistance to …”  
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Temporal Aspect of the Names of Pain 

• future pain  =  fear, anxiety 

• current pain  =  hurt 

• past pain  =  anger, rage 

 

Spiritual 

• meditation and prayer  -  3X3 

• Set-Aside Prayer 

o “Dear God, please help me to set aside everything I think I 

know about this patient, this family, this situation, and you, so 

that I can have and share a new experience.” 

• Ah-Breath 

o Tibetan Buddhist breathing technique 

 restores bonding and connectedness 

 evens and deepens respirations  

  

• Practice medical anthropologist Joan Halifax’s  G.R.A.C.E.  

o Gathering your attention 

o Recalling your intention  

o Attuning – first to self & then to others 

o Considering what will really serve  

o Engaging and Ending  
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• “Come Before Winter” 

o what the disciple Paul wrote, from his prison cell in Rome 

while awaiting execution, to the disciple Timothy in 

beckoning him to come to Rome 

 meaning: don’t wait – come sooner, come now, do it 

now, say it now (whatever the “it” might be) 

 

• Tonglen 

o Tibetan Buddhist meditative & on-the-spot  
    practice – for patients, family, and clinicians 

 

Hope 

• distinguish hope & expectation in discussing Dx/Px – L&C 

o always ask why they want to know  

 “mommy, mommy …” 

• tell the truth, with an evolution of hope: 

Evolution of Hope/Reframing Hope 
(J Hospice & Palliative Nursing 2004; 6(4): 239) 

 
  Event       Hope 
New diagnosis of CA    Diagnosis is wrong 
Reconfirmed diagnosis    CA responds to chemo 
Several chemos, but persistent DZ  Perhaps NCCC experimental … 
No experimental protocol available maybe you qualify for hospice  
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Greet Suffering with Compassion 

• suffering can look like: 
o  tears 
o anger, rage, and bullying 
o contempt and dismissiveness 
o sulking and pouting,  
o apathy, withdrawal, and isolation 
o “FINE” 

 

Release Judgment and Embrace Mercy 

• judgment comes from the head, mercy from the heart 

• judgment wounds, mercy heals 

• judgment separates, mercy unites 

• judgment touches pain with fear, while mercy touches pain with 
love 

 

 

Self-Care 

• create sanctuary – daily quiet & still time - even a little 

o uninterrupted by tech – turn it off for x minutes 

 

• create closure rituals meaningful to you, e.g. 

o write a brief thank-you note to each patient who has died, 
identifying the gifts they provided to you, and then burn the 
note outside and watch  

       the smoke float towards the sky, as you say bye 
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• cut the energy chords 

o with gentle karate chops over your throat, heart, abdomen, 
and groin 
 
 

• know & go to your true sources of support  -  don’t go to: 

o Foot Locker for pastrami on rye  

o hardware store for milk 

 

• don’t discount the difficulties in your life or your family’s life by 
comparing them with your patients’ difficulties 

 
 

• avoid hurting yourself or others with your wounds 

 

• eat, sleep, hydrate, exercise, and deep breathe 

• watch comedy 

o choose very carefully the images you input 

 

• spend time with your animals, with your phone off  

 

-how we do anything is how we do everything - driving 

-we see what we look for, hear what we listen for  - Rose Parade & poop 

-half full or half empty 

-$100  
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Language of the Heart and Blocks to Communication 

• using words that have no meaning to the listener  
 

• using words that have different meanings to different individuals, 
e.g., 
 
o abstract words:   hope, faith, strength 

o with teenagers:   few,  early  

o medically:  crack,  grave,  positive 

 

• not acknowledging feelings before engaging in factual 
conversations 
 
o “I can’t imagine how ____ this must be for you.” 

 recognizes both the magnitude and uniqueness of 
the feeling 
 

• defensive reactions  -  can be minimized by: 

o stating the positive first: 

 “you’re great at expressing your feelings, but we need  
       to hear from some of the other family members as well” 

o using defense lowering statements: 

 “I might be wrong, but …”     

 “You get to do whatever you want.  I do have a concern, 
and that is …” 

 

• reframing  - Case Study: 
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• exploring “normal & natural”  (S. Levine: “Meetings at the Edge”)  
 

• failing to provide & normalize choices 
 

o “many of my patients A, while many B – into which group …”  
 

• be consistent in vocabulary 
o mechanical or life support – DNR or AND – NICU case study 

 
• ignoring orientation filters 

 
o visual – let me show you … 
o auditory – let me tell you … 
o tactile – let me give you a feel for … 

 
• ignoring directional focus – (moving towards or from)  

 
o pain/comfort   and  “c/o pain” 

 
 

Cultural Considerations  

-Blackhhall ’95 JAMA Study of preferences of 800 LA elders 

-90% whites & Afro Americans 

-55% Korean Americans  

-35% Mexican Americans  

prefer Dx/Tx/Px info be given directly to them vs. family 

Is this useful to know?
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Case Study: 

 -Hispanic family of mother, father, and 5 daughters 

 -19 month old drowns, to ER, intubated, and placed on vent in PICU 

 -Palliative Care  

-works with family  

-conducts debriefing with staff 

-how do you stay with a near hysterical, crying, mom? 

-disconnected emotional family - who do you approach 1st and 

what do you say? 

-“how do you get a parent to give up the body of their   dead 

baby or child when they’ve held it too long?” 

 

 -hinges 

  -presence 

   -vulnerability, privilege, invitation, attentiveness 
   -mercy, compassion, respect, and silence 
 

 

Questions & Answers 

 

 


